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ABSTRACT 
Words stemming is one of the important issues in the field of natural language 
processing and information retrieval. There are different methods for stemming 
which are mostly language-dependent. Therefore, these stemmers are only 
applicable to particular languages. Because of the importance of this issue, in this 
paper, the proposed method for stemming is aimed to be language-independent. In 
the proposed stemmer, a bilingual dictionary is used and all of the words in the 
dictionary are firstly clustered. The words’ clustering is based on their structural and 
semantic similarity. Finally, finding the stem of new coming words is performed by 
making use of the previously formatted clusters. To evaluate the proposed scheme, 
words stemming is done on both Persian and English languages. The encouraging 
results indicate the good performance of the proposed method compared with its 
counterparts. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In linguistics, stem is the integrated form of words achieved from similar 
morphology [1]. Therefore, stemming is reducing various forms of words to achieve 
a common morphological that is called the stem [2]. For example, in the Persian 
language, the stem of both words “تخرد” (tree) and “اهتخرد” (trees) is “تخرد” (tree) 
and in English, two words “small” and “smaller” are stemmed to a common word 
“small”. Of course, it should be noted that stemming is used to categorize the words 
in groups of similar structures. Therefore, in stemming, words that have the same 
meaning but different structures are not in the same category. For example, in 
Persian, the pair of words “اهناکم” (locations) and “اهلحم” (locations) have the same 
meaning, while stemming algorithms will return two different words “ناکم” 
(location) and “لحم” (location) as the stems of these words. Similarly, in English the 
stems of two words “locations” and “places” are different but they have the same 
meanings. 
Today, with advances in computer-aided language processing stemming has got a 
wide range of applications in various fields of natural language processing. Due to 
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the importance of this topic, several algorithms have already been developed to 
achieve the stem of words. 
 
 
The main approaches to stemming include structural methods (removed affix), 
statistical methods and lookup table methods [3].  
The structural methods are dependent on the structure of the language 
morphology. In these methods, to get the stem of a given word, the prefix and suffix 
of the word are removed based on a set of specific rules. An example for these 
algorithms is the Porter algorithm [4]. This algorithm has 5 stages. In order to 
achieve stem of the word at each step, suffixes of the word are removed according to 
a number of predetermined rules. 
In the lookup table methods, each word as well as its stem is stored in a structure, 
and subsequently these structures are used to find the stem of words. Generally, 
these methods have a high accuracy for stemming. However, it should be noted that 
these methods need a lot of space to store the words.  Moreover, the lookup table 
must be updated for each new word. 
‎ The statistical methods use a corpus for obtaining construction rules of words. In 
these methods, the rules will be extracted from the corpus by considering the 
changes of the words that have the same stem. Some of the existing statistical 
methods are: Frequency Count, N-gram [5], Link Analysis [2], and Hidden Markov 
Models [6]. 
For each of the three main approaches to stemming, different stemming 
algorithms have been proposed for different languages. Unfortunately, most of these 
algorithms are language-dependent and based on the structure of a particular 
language and thus cannot be applied to other languages. 
This paper presents a new method for obtaining the stem of words which can be 
used for different languages. In this method, the stemming task is performed using a 
bilingual dictionary. As the first step, the words are clustered based on structural 
similarity and then another clustering is performed based on the semantic similarity. 
Finally, words stemming is accomplished by making use of the resulting clusters. 
 
 
2. RELATED WORKS 
 
The Stemming of words is used in natural language processing as well as in some 
other fields, such as information retrieval. Due to the importance of this issue, much 
research has already been performed in various languages. 
Porter stemmer was presented in 1980 [4]. This stemmer is a reducer stemmer for 
English language. This algorithm is able to identify the suffixes of words and doesn't 
pay attention to prefixes. Porter consists of five steps and in each step there are some 
special rules for removal of the word prefixes. 
In [7], Krovetz has offered a stemming method which uses a set of morphological 
rules and a dictionary to find the stem of words. The Krovetz algorithm is useful for 
languages in which the construction of words is regular. Unlike Porter, Krovetz is 
able to identify the prefixes of words in addition to the suffixes. 
An unsupervised learning approach to building a non-English (Arabic) stemmer is 
presented in [8]. This stemming model is based on statistical machine translation and 
uses an English stemmer and a small (10K sentences) parallel corpus as its training 
resources. This stemmer is applicable to any language that needs affix removal. 
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Kazem Taghva introduced a method for stemming which is very similar to Porter. 
The method can be used just for the Persian language. In this method, a series of 
morphological rules are used to find the stem of words. Taghva’s stemmer is able to 
remove the prefixes of words in addition to removing suffixes [9]. 
Sharifloo presented a bottom up approach for finding the stems of Persian words 
[10]. This method is based on morphological rules and capable to reorganize without 
changing the implementation. The experiments show that this algorithm has 
encouraging results in stemming. 
In [11], a stemming algorithm based on co-occurrence of words in a corpus has 
been proposed. The algorithm has been proposed for text information retrieval. The 
algorithm uses the statistics collected on the basis of certain corpus analysis based on 
the co-occurrence between two word variants. This stemmer uses a very simple co-
occurrence measure that reflects how often a pair of word variants occurs in a 
document as well as in the whole corpus. The results show that this stemmer can be 
used as a better alternative to the rule based stemmers. 
The stemmer presented in [12] uses a structural approach for stemming of Persian 
words. For this purpose, it uses the structure of words and morphological rules of the 
language to recognize the stem of each word. The rules are written based on the 
morphology of Persian language and its word derivation structure. This stemmer 
focuses on stemming of nouns, adjectives and adverbs but doesn't pay attention to 
verbs, because its goal is to improve the performance of information retrieval 
systems, with respect to this fact that most queries do not contain verbs. 
In [13], five different algorithms have been proposed to improve Arabic 
stemmers. The proposed algorithms were assessed by using more than 1450 Arabic 
words including different set of affixation, patterns, as well as hollow verbs and 
various types of strong verbs. 
In [14] an unsupervised method of stemming has been proposed which is 
hybridized with partial lemmatization for Hindi. The stemmer is unique in that it 
exploits a novel grouping criteria and aims to improve the unsupervised stemming 
approach. This concept to unsupervised stemming yielded significant improvements 
in the desired results, when compared to other prevailing approaches of its genre. 
 
 
3. THE PROPOSED METHODS 
 
In this paper, we propose stemmer that performs word clustering based on 
structural and meaning similarity of words. As the first step, a bilingual dictionary is 
used and then clustering is done on this dictionary and consequently, the stem of 
each cluster is obtained. Finally, stem of a new coming word can be achieved by 
using the pre-constructed clusters. 
The steps of the proposed stemmer are shown In Figure 1. 
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1: Cluster(dictionary) 
2: { 
3: For each word in Dictionary do 
4:   W=selected one word from dictionary 
5:   For each word in Dictionary do 
6:     If(word structure is similar to W) 
7:       Add word to similar_structure_list 
8:   For each word in similar_structure_list do 
9:       If(word meaning is similar to W) 
10:  Add word to cluster_list 
11:          Delete word from similar_structure_list 
12:         Delete word from Dictionary 
13:    Find the stem of cluster_list 
14:   Add cluster_list and its stem to cluster_table 
15: Return cluster_table 
16: } 
a. Offline part 
1: Stemming(input) 
2: { 
3: New_Word=input 
4: For each stem in cluste_table do 
5:   If(stem is similar to New_word) 
6:    Add stem to similar_stem 
7: If(similar_stem is empty) 
8:  Word_stem=New_word 
9: Else 
10:  Word_stem= longes stem from similarstem 
11: Return Word_stem 
12: } 
b. Online part 
FIGURE 1. Steps of proposed algorithm 
 
As shown in Figure 1, the proposed method is divided into two general parts.  
In the first part, the whole words of the dictionary are clustered; while in the 
second part, the stem of a new word is discovered.  
Since the clustering of dictionary words is a time-consuming task, this part of the 
stemming is done offline, and just the part of obtaining stem of new words is 
performed online. In the next sub-sections, different parts of the proposed stemmer 
will be described. 
3.1. SELECTING A WORD FROM THE DICTIONARY 
In this step, a word from the dictionary is chosen. It seems better to select the 
smallest word containing more than two characters from the dictionary. It should be 
noticed that word stems usually have at least three characters and hence it is better to 
start clustering with smaller words. 
3.2. SELECTION SIMILAR WORDS  
In this part, all words which are similar to the selected word are extracted from 
the dictionary. 
The point that should be considered in this section is that, there are different 
standard measures for computing words' similarity. In the following parts, we will 
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review some of the measures and finally, a method to determine the similarity of two 
words will be offered. 
3.2.1. COSINE METHOD 
 In this method, in order to find the similarity of two words, the letters that are 
common in both words are counted and then it is divided into the total number of 
letters. This approach is done regardless of the order of the letters [15]. For example, 
in Persian language, for the pair of words “لیف” (elephant) and “فیل” (fiber) the 
Cosine similarity would be 100% and for two English words “part” and “trap”, the 
Cosine similarity will be 100%. Because the letters of the two words are all the same 
and just the location of the letters are different. In Figure 2, the steps of measuring 
Cosine similarity are shown. 
 
1: Cosine(A , B) 
2: { 
3: For each letter k in A or B  do 
4:  If(k in both A and B) 
5:   Di=1 
6: Else 
7:  Di = 0 
8: Similarity= SUM(D)/(|A| +|B|)*100 
9: Return Similarity 
10: } 
FIGURE 2.  Cosine algorithm 
3.2.2. JARO METHOD 
In Jaro method the same letters of two words are counted and then the numbers 
of displacement between letters are calculated. Finally, according to the algorithm in 
Figure 3, the similarity of two words will be computed [16]. For example, in Persian 
language, Jaro similarity for two words “لیف” (elephant) and “فیل” (fiber)  is 88% and 
in English language the words “part” and “trap” are 50% similar. 
 
1: Jaro(A , B) 
2: { 
3: C = number of Common letters 
4: T = number of Transpositions 
5: Similarity =                       -     *100 
6: Return Similarity 
7: } 
FIGURE 3. Jaro algorithm 
3.2.3. LEVENSHTEIN METHOD 
 In order to compute the similarity of two words, the Levenshtein method 
calculates the minimal changes to convert a word to another word. These changes 
may include removal of a letter, insertion of a letter or replacing two letters [17]. As 
an example, Levenshtein similarity for two Persian words “لیف” (elephant)   and 
“فیل” (fiber) is 33% and the similarity between two English words “part” and “trap” 
is 0%. In Figure 4, the steps of Levenshtein algorithm are shown.  
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1: Levenshtein (A ,B) 
2: { 
3: Create matrix Similarity[|A| , |B|] 
4: Initialize Similarity = 0 
5: For each letter Ai do 
6:  For each letter Bj do 
7:    If (Ai == Bj) 
8:     Di,j= 0 
9:    Else 
10:     Di,j = 1 
11:  Similarity (i , j) = MIN ((Similarity (i – 1 , j) + 1), 
(Similarity (i , j - 1) + 1), (Similarity (i – 1 , j - 1) + Di,j)) 
12: Return Similarity (|A| , |B|)/(|A| +|B|)*100 
13: } 
FIGURE 4. Levenshtein algorithm 
 
3.2.4. HAMMING METHOD  
In Hamming method for computing the similarity between two words, the 
number of letters matching is counted and then it is divided by the length of the 
larger word [18]. 
Therefore, the Hamming similarity for two Persian words “لیف” (elephant) and 
“فیل” (fiber) is 33% and for two English words “part” and “trap”, the Hamming 
similarity will be 0%. 
Figure 5, shows the steps of the Hamming algorithm. 
 
1: Hamming(A , B) 
2: { 
3: For each letter Ai and Bi do 
4:  If (Ai == Bi) 
5:   Di= 1 
6:  Else 
7:   Di = 0 
8: Return SUM(D)/MAX((|A| , |B|)*100 
9: } 
FIGURE 5. Hamming algorithm 
 
3.2.5. PROPOSED METHOD TO MEASURE THE WORDS SIMILARITY 
The chosen method to measure the similarity of two words is based on the 
maximum matching in number and order of the letters. On the other hand, only is 
considered the length of smaller word, because in the stemming issue words with 
different length may have similar stem. For example, two Persian words “تخرد” 
(tree) and “اهتخرد” (trees) have the same stem but their length is different.  
The proposed algorithm to measure the similarity of two words is given in       
Figure 6. 
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1: Words_similarity(A , B) 
2: { 
3: If(|A| > |B|) 
4:  Swap(A,B) 
5: For each i< (|A| - |B|)  do 
6:  For each leters B do 
7:   If(Bj== Ai+j) 
8:    Di++ 
9: Similarity= MAX(D)/(|B|)*100 
10: Return Similarity 
11: } 
FIGURE 6. Proposed algorithm 
 
In Table 1, the similarity of different pairs of English and Persian words obtained 
by Different methods are given. 
 
TABLE 1. 
Compare Similarity Measures  
Our 
method  
Hamming Jaro Leven. Cosine Word2 Word1 
33% 33% 88% 33% 100% فیل لیف 
100% 66% 88% 66% 89% اهباتک باتک 
100% 0% 80% 71% 86% رباربان ربارب 
25% 0% 50% 0% 100% trap part 
100% 80% 93% 80% 86% trees tree 
100% 0% 70% 60% 86% reuse use 
 
According to Table 1, Cosine algorithm is not good for stemming, because in 
this algorithm similarity of two words with different stems is 100%. On the other 
hand, hamming algorithm is not suitable for stemming, because in this algorithm 
similarity of two words with the same stems is low. 
As can be observed, in the proposed method, similarity of two words with the 
same stems is high, and similarity of two words with different stems is low. Thus, 
this method is suitable for stemming of words. 
After selecting the appropriate method for determining similarity of two words, 
the clustering of dictionary words is performed based on structural similarity. 
As an example, in Persian language, in this step, for the given word “کچىک” 
(small), the set of words “چىک” (migration), “کچ” (check), “کچىک” (small), and 
“رتکچىک” (smaller)  are selected from the dictionary and for the English word 
“teach”, the words “tea” , “teach” , “teacher” , and “each” are selected. 
3.3.  CLUSTRING BASED ON SEMANTIC SIMILARITY 
In this step, clustering is performed based on the meaning of the words. 
This time, the words selected in the previous step are placed in the same cluster 
if they have the similar meaning; otherwise they should be located in different 
clusters. 
In Table 2, different words that had been selected in the previous step are shown. 
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TABLE 2. 
Similar words with their means  
Persian words 
Meaning Word 
Small کچىک 
Smaller رتکچىک 
Migration چىک 
Check کچ 
English words 
Meaning Word 
ره Each 
یاچ Tea 
ندرک سیردت ای و یملعم Teach 
ملعم Teacher 
 
As observed in Table 2, the Persian words “کچىک“ (small) and “رتکچىک“ 
(smaller) which have similar meaning are placed in the same cluster and the words 
“چىک“ (migration)  and “کچ“ (check) are not included by this cluster. Similarly, the 
English words “teacher“ and “teach“ are in the same cluster while the other two 
words are not in this cluster because their meaning  is different. 
3.4.   SET THE STEM FOR EACH CLUSTER 
After the process of word clustering, a stem for each cluster is determined. The 
stem of each cluster is the largest substring that is common between words located in 
the cluster for example, for the cluster containing the Persian words “کچىک“ (small) 
and “رتکچىک“ (smaller), the word “کچىک“ (small)  is selected as the stem of the 
cluster and for the cluster including English words “teacher“ and “teach“, the word 
“teach“ is the cluster stem. 
3.5. NEW WORD STEMMING 
 Now, a set of different clusters of words have been created based on structures 
and meanings. These clusters can then be used to determine the cluster of a new 
coming word. For this purpose, the stem of clusters that are similar to the new word 
is selected and thus the stem of word is determined. Two major problems may arise 
in this stage.  
Firstly, it may be a new word not similar to any stem of clusters. In this case, the 
new word itself will be selected as the stem. 
Secondly, the new word may have two or more similar stems. In this case, the 
longest stem will be chosen as the stem of the new word. For example, in Persian 
language, if we want to find  the stem of “نیرتکچىک” (smallest), we see that the two 
words  “کچىک“ (small)  and  “چىک“ are selected as the stem but  the word “کچىک“ 
(small)  is longer and so it is chosen as the stem of  “نیرتکچىک” (smallest). 
 
 
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
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In order to evaluate the presented stemmer in this paper, stemming for both 
Persian and English languages was performed. 
At the beginning a Persian to English dictionary was used. After that, the 
clustering of dictionary words was performed based on the structural and semantic 
similarities. The evaluation of the proposed method was conducted. Since for 
evaluation of the proposed method, a set of words with the stem is required, totally 
1,250 words with their stems were extracted from the text corpus of PerTreeBank 
[19]. 
After selecting the set of words, the process of stemming was performed using 
the proposed approach as well as the Taghva stemmer (one of the most famous 
stemmers for Persian language). Eventually, the accuracy of these methods was 
investigated. 
The results obtained from these two methods are shown in Table 3. 
 
TABLE 3. 
Result of the Persian stemming 
Proposed method Taghva stemmer  
1250 1250 No. of words 
879 767 Correct stem 
70.32 61.36% Accuracy 
 
As shown in Table 3, the accuracy of the proposed method for stemming of 
Persian words is better than the Taghva method. It is mainly related to the 
unnecessary affix eliminations done by the Taghva algorithm. On the other hand, in 
Taghva algorithm due to lack of use of the dictionary, the correctness of the stems 
cannot be checked.  For example, by Taghva algorithm the stem obtained for the 
word “ناوارف” (abundant) was ” وارف”, while the correct stem is “ناوارف “ (abundant). 
In this example, The Taghva stemmer assumes “نا” as a suffix of “ناوارف” (abundant) 
while “نا” is a part of the word ”ناوارف “ (abundant). 
In order to evaluate the proposed method on English language, we used an 
English-Persian dictionary. Then we selected a set of 1,250 words from data set 
sortedtest.txt1. Finally, the word stemming was performed using our approach as 
well as the porter stemmer (one of the most famous stemmers for English language). 
The results can be seen in Table 4. 
 
TABLE 4. 
Result of the English stemming 
Proposed method Porter stemmer  
1250 1250 No. of words 
869 824 Correct stem 
69.52% 65.92% Accuracy 
 
From the results given in Table 4, it can be observed that the proposed stemmer is 
more accurate than Porter. It is mostly due to unnecessary suffix eliminations done 
                                                          
1
http://www.comp.lancs.ac.uk/computing/research/stemming/Links/resources.htm 
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by porter. For example, porter eliminates “s” of the word “yes” but it is wrong. The 
second reason is that the Porter stemmer doesn’t remove prefixes of words. For 
example Porter doesn’t remove the prefix “ir” from the word “irregular”. 
 
 
 
 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, we have presented a method for stemming of words that can be 
used in different languages. This stemmer uses a dictionary to find the stem of 
words. 
In the first step, the clustering of dictionary words is done based on both 
structural and semantic similarities. Then the stem of each cluster is selected as a 
representative of the cluster. Finally, these clusters and their stems are used to 
identify the stems of new coming words. In the proposed method there is no need to 
structural knowledge of the language in order to identify word stems. Making use of 
a dictionary, we can find the stem of new coming words. 
Indeed, the proposed method is language independent and can be used for 
different languages.  On the other hand, the clustering of words can be done offline. 
Therefore the response time of finding the stem of a new word is highly reduced.  
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